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When these people around me heard Lin Ziming’s words, their eyes
changed, and they said, “Our leader is waiting for you inside. Please come
with us.”
“I don’t want to ask you to lead it out. Anyway, I am also the leader. Being
treated like a mortal by you makes me very dissatisfied.” Lin Ziming said
displeased.
The staff member in front squinted his eyes and said, “Lin Ziming, I advise
you to go in and meet our leader in the end, otherwise we can’t give you a
reward for the leader.”
Lin Ziming shrugged and said, “As the saying goes, I didn’t want to be the
leader. I just wanted to kill Gu Xuan.”
With that, he was about to turn around and leave.
But when he just turned around, the six guards with guns were unwilling to
let him go, blocking his way, staring at him, with bad intentions!
Lin Ziming squinted his eyes and said, “As the organizer, do you actually
want to act for the sake of a Gu Xuan and act on a leader?”
The staff member had a cold expression and did not answer. Instead, he said
coldly: “Lin Ziming, don’t talk nonsense. Our hosting direction is fair. What
you said just now has already caused us a loss of reputation. Now Please
follow us to see the leader immediately, otherwise don’t blame us for taking
tough measures!”
Lin Ziming laughed directly, “Haha, isn’t it? Then you should try it.”
Following Lin Ziming’s words, the atmosphere suddenly became tense.
Their eyes were even colder, and they were about to tear their faces when
they saw Lin Ziming’s hand.
At this moment, a voice came from the staff’s earphones. He listened for a
while, and then said coldly to Lin Ziming: “We have a large number of
leaders, and don’t care about your arrogance, but your qualifications as the
leader are also cancelled. , Now you go.”
The qualification of the leader was thus cancelled!
Even if Lin Ziming was so generous and treated like this, he couldn’t help
his anger.
His eyes were also cold, but he didn’t have the choice to act rashly. Instead,
he looked deeply at a certain building inside the iron fence, and then turned
and left.
After he left, the staff and the six guards relaxed. Just a moment ago, they
felt tremendous pressure. As a super master who can kill Gu Xuan intact, it
is definitely not something ordinary people like them can fight against, even
if they have guns in their hands, they are not useful.
Not long after, a person walked out of that building, looking at the direction
Lin Ziming was leaving, with a sullen expression on his face, he snorted
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heavily, and murmured, “You want to be the leader too? Overwhelming!”
As of today, the hunting contest is over, and everyone who comes to
participate can choose to leave tonight.
But more people will stay for one more night, first to enjoy the prey they
have hunted, and second, to ask what the leader’s reward is.
When they learned that Lin Ziming had been directly disqualified as the
leader this time and there was no reward, it caused another uproar.
They weren’t stupid, and naturally they smelled something wrong here, Lin
Ziming was targeted!
Therefore, those who originally wanted to come over to favor Lin Ziming all
hesitated.
Tao Sanniang felt very angry, but also helpless.
Lin Ziming chose to leave that night and flew back to Hwaseong.
When Lin Ziming arrived at the Huacheng Airport, the news that he had
defeated Gu Xuan also came back. The first thing he knew was the Ouyang
family.
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